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From:

Re:

In

the event of

any discussion at Conference or with the

Chief on this case, I thought you might like to have the following facts available:

-Lawsuit first filed in 1974.
-Cert granted here on June 21, 1982.
(Chief, BRW, WHR,
SOC voted to grant, LFP to join 3.}
-Case argued on February 22, 1983.
-Conference on Feb. 25: 4-4, Chief didn't vote. (BRW, LFP
WHR, SOC all agreed to reverse on 11th Am.}
M «
J"'rO'
At". I
-Chief voted to reverse on Feb. 28, assigned to LFPA
-LFP opinion eire. on April 14 (2d longest op. this year}.
-WHR joined Apr. 14, SOC Apr. 18.
-LFP 2d draft circulated on Apr. 27.
-JPS ATEX dissent eire. on June 17, printed copy on June 20.
-BRW joined June 20.
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CHAMBERS OF

THE CHIEF JUSTICE

June 23, 1983
PERSONAL

Re:

81-2101 - Pennhurst v. Halderman

Dear Lewis:
I send to you only my draft of a concurrence.

I will defer

circulation until I get back and have a chance to let you shoot
me down!

Justice Powell

( (5

No. 81-2101, Pennhurst v. Halderman
Chief Justice Burger concurring in the judgment:
In my view this case can be properly decided
on narrower grounds than those set forth in the
plurality opinion without overruling numerous
preced~ts on which the Court has long relied. 1

Under the plurality opinion, whenever a suit is
'?

brought against a state official, a federal court
faced with an open question of federal law would
be without authority to base its decision on state
law, even when the applicable principles of state
law are well-settled.

As JUSTICE STEVENS recog-

nizes in his dissent, post, at ___ , this result

1As I read the opinion, it would expressly overrule Siler v.
~
Louiville & Nashville R.R. Co., 213 u.s. 175 (1909); Greene v.
~AAJ
Louisville & Interurban R. Co., 244 u.s. 499 (1917); Louisville & /~ ·
9 ~~
Nashville R.R. Co. v. Greene, 244 u.s. 522 (1917), and does not
~
appear to accept the continuing validity of Ashwander v. TVA, 297 ~~
U.S. 288, 347 (1936) (Brandeis, J., concurring); Osborn Bank v. ~,- ·
Bank of the United States, 22 u.s. (9 Wheat.) 738, 822-833
~II-{
(1824); and United Mine Workers v. Gibbs, 383 u.s. 715, 726
~
( 1966) •

- 2 r~u~es

_

-

---

litigants to bifurcate
their claims and
_......,.,
~~,...-.,-

proceed in two tribunals simultaneously so that
the courts must duplicate effort.

I cannot be-

lieve that this is what the Framers of Article III
or the Eleventh Amendment intended.
In my view, the Court of Appeals erred by
~.-......,.....~---

failing properly to consider the unique burdens
=--

-

__..

that its decision imposes on the Commonwealth of

---

Pennsylvania.

){

\\

An added
step is required before a
_____.....

federal court may exercise pendent jurisdiction

over a state law claim mandating a remedy that
involves massive, institutional relief requiring
comprehensive supervision and the aid of two
court-appointed special masters.

The added step

-

is that the court must assure itself that the re-

sult it has ordered is unambiguously mandated by
the state law on which it relies.
The exercise of pendent jurisdiction has al-

&/

··~~ r
~~~~

L~~ r~

~

~~~

~~.v;! 1)
.j~

- 3 -

ways been considered to be discretionary, and we
have long cautioned that the decision to exercise
it must be made in light of the relationship between the state and federal systems, see, e. g.,
United Mine Workers v. Gibbs, 383
15 ( 19 66) •

u.s.

715, 726 n •

Absent explicit statutory directive or

squarely applicable state court decision, a federal court should decline to base a decision of this

.

7
magnitude on state-law grounds.

Although effi-

cient judicial administration and convenience are
significant considerations, they do not outweigh
the need to "be constantly mindful of the 'special
delicacy of the adjustment preserved between federal equitable power and State administration of
its own law.'"
(1976)

Rizzo v. Goode, 423 U.S. 362, 378

(quoting Stefanelli v. Minard, 342

117, 120 (1951)).

u.s.

This concern is especially

weighty when the federal decision intrudes on the

- 4 -

State's ability to run its governmental institutions, see, e. g., Younger v. Harris, 401

u.s.

37,

44 (1971}; O'Shea v. Littleton, 414 U.S. 488, 499502 {1974}

(criminal justice system}; Rizzo v.

Goode, supra, at 378 {police department}; Juidice
v. Vail, 430

u.s.

327, 334-336 {1977}

(civil jus-

tice system); Moore v. Sims, 442 U.S. 415, 423-430
(1979)

{department of human resources}; Trainor v.

Hernandez, 431

u.s.

434, 443-444 {1977}

{welfare

system} •
Administration of governmental institutions
is a political function involving political decisions, best served by elected representatives and
those they designate to execute the public responsibility.

A court, and particularly a federal

court, should intervene in the state's management
of such an institution only when it is clear that
its decision is mandated by law.
I\

See Fletcher,

,,

- 5 -

The Discretionary Constitution: Institutional Remedies and Judicial Legitimacy, 91 Yale L.J. 635,
692-697 (1982}.

In short, principles of comity

required the Court of Appeals to refrain from
resting this order on the slender thread of its
own understanding of state law.
I am mindful of the fact that the state law
in question was partially interpreted by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.

See In re Schmidt, 494

Pa. 86, 429 A.2d 631 (1981}.

I do not believe,

however, that the construction given in Schmidt
controls the case presented to the Court of Appeals.

That case was brought on behalf of a class

of "all persons who were or might become residents
of Pennhurst, the Pennsylvania Association for
Retarded Citizens, and the United States."
at 1.

Ante,

One of the principal issues in the case is

whether each inhabitant of Pennhurst has a right

- 6 -

to the least restrictive setting consistent with
his habilitative needs.

Ante, at 2.

In contrast,

Schmidt involved a single profoundly retarded
adult, for whom "the concept of normalization
[was] not a consideration."
637.

Schmidt, 429 A.2d, at

The only issue in Schmidt was whether the

county rather than the state was responsible for
his care.

Id., at 634; 638-639 (Larsen, J., con-

curring).

Although the Supreme Court of Pennsyl-

vania agreed with the concept of normalization, it
did so in dictum, based on the statement of policy
section of the Pennsylvania statute rather than
its substantive provisions, id., at 634 and n. 2,
and at least partially as a result of its understanding that the "doctrine of least restrictive
alternative [is] a constitutional requirement."
id., at 636.

I cannot believe the Pennsylvania

Court would feel constrained by its prior dictum

- 7 -

if faced with a case of the magnitude of this
one. 2

Accordingly, I would reverse the judgment

of the Court of Appeals, and remand for consider?
c

ation of the federal claims.

2 In Pennhurst State School v. Halderman 451 u.s. 1, 31 and n.
24 (1981), we remanded this case to the Court of Appeals for
consideration of the state-law issue. We did not, however, mean
to imply that the court must decide the case on state-law
grounds. Nor did we take a position on whether Schmidt cast
sufficient light on state law to allow the court to ground this
massive relief on its dictates.

.§ll.pTtmr ~ourl of ~t ~b ~tilis
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CHAMBERS OF

THE CHIEF JUSTICE

June 23, 1983

~N~
Re:

81-2101 - Pennhurst v. Halderman

Dear Lewis:
I

send to you only my draft of a concurrence.

circulation until I
me down!

Justice Powell

( (5

I

will defer

get back and have a chance to let you shoot

men

06/23/83
MEMORANDUM TO JUSTICE POWELL

From: Mark
Re:

Dear

i _ef: ~V

c

1

~

.

~appreera~e

of a

¥&Ur sen d'1ng me

oncurrence, and giving
I

must say that

find - on June 23 dressing

the wrong

granted,

I

to
that from your perspective I have been ad-

issue

have viewed

parties did as well:

all along.

Ever

since

this case was

it as an Eleventh Amendment case.
their

The

briefing on the Eleventh Amendment

issue was far more detailed than on the other issues.

The same

was true of the Court of Appeals' opinion.
Moreover,
based

on

notes.)
point.

the votes

to

reverse at Conference were clearly

the Eleventh Amendment.

(See my

attached Conference

Byron, Bill Rehnquist, Sandra, and I all agreed on this , '
Only Sandra expressed a willingness to decide the case on

comity grounds - and Byron specifically said he would have difficulty reversing on such a theory.
the case to me,

I

When you voted and assigned

therefore had no reason whatever to believe

that my mandate was to do anything but write the case up on the
Eleventh Amendment.

And, to be sure of getting a Court, I adopt-

ed without substantial change the precise Eleventh Amendment theory put forward by the petitioners.
When I circulated my first draft, therefore, I fully expect-

,.

2.
ed that what I had written was in accord with our side of this 54 case.

Bill Rehnquist and Sandra joined up quickly; Byron told

me he was likely to join, though he wanted to see the dissent and right after

reading it he joined me.

I heard nothing from.

you, and therefore had no idea that you were not with the rest of
us on the Eleventh Amendment issue.
indication -

until Thursday -

Indeed, I never received any

that you saw this case as turning

on a different basis.
The result is that I am left in the rather embarrassing posture of announcing the judgment of the Court in a 26-page opinion
that is, in its entire legal analysis, a dissent.
position I would have agreed to had I
occur.

Moreover,

been aware that it might

this type of result is certainly bad for

Court as an institution.
all.

This is not a

the

Litigants will be given no guidance at

This case will come down without an opinion for the Court

on any issue.

Furthermore, the issue that ultimately proves de-

cisive in the case -

your comity ground -

is discussed only by

you.
It is still not entirely clear to me why you feel you must
reject my approach.
that

my opinion

Osborn, or Gibbs.

Initially, I would note that it is not true

rejects

the

continuing

vitality of Ashwander,

And, as discussed in my opinion, neither Siler

nor Greene decided the Eleventh Amendment raised
My opinion does

in this case.

reject the outcome of these latter cases.

But

this has often proven to be true in Eleventh Amendment cases, for
our decisions on sovereign immunity are anything but consistent.
See,

for

example, Edelman v.

Jordan,

415

u.s.

651,

(1974),

3.
where

we

Court.
diate

had

to

reject

several

prior

affirmances

by

our

own

And there can be no doubt that John's analysis does reputhe narrower

analysis of

later cases such as Larson and

Malone.
More importantly, I do not really understand why your analysis necessitates a different view from mine.

You begin by re-

jecting my Eleventh Amendment analysis on the ground that it "requires

litigants

tribunals
fort."

to

bifurcate

their

simultaneously so that

(at 2.)

¥0\:1

claims and

proceed

in two

the courts must duplicate ef-

Utef'e£ere Yet you then go on to hold pre-

cisely that the plaintiffs in this case cannot have their statelaw claims heard in federal court.

In other words, they neces-

sarily must bifurcate their claims and proceed in two courts at
once.
Moreover,

you

do

this

in

a

case

where

the

State Supreme

Court made a fairly explicit statement about the requirements of
state law.

It therefore is clear that when you say the result

must be "unambiguously mandated" by state law, requiring either ; "
an "explicit statutory directive" or a "squarely applicable state
court decision," you really do mean that state law must be clear.
But this cannot often be true in a federal case raising pendent
state-law issues;

where state law is as clear as you would re-

quire, litigants would be foolish to go to federal court.
Accordingly,

it would seem that your approach would - much

like mine - divest the federal courts of most of their jurisdiction

to decide

Ashwander

rule

state-law claims
seldom will

be

against

invoked;

state officials.
litigants will

in

The
fact

4.
either have to take their entire case to state courts, or will
have to bifurcate their claims between state and federal courts.
Given this outcome,
clear

rule,

as

I

would think it preferable to have a

under my Eleventh Amendment opinion,

rather

an

inherently vague rule that ousts the federal courts of pendent
jurisdiction whenever state law is "unclear."

It will be quite

difficult for the lower courts to develop any framework for deciding when the clarity is sufficient.
an

example

-

you

believe

This very case provides

that Pennsylvania

law

is

not

clear,

where all of the judges on CA3 believed otherwise.

-.. "
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CHAMBERS OF

THE CHIEF JUSTICE

June 23, 1983

G~
Re:

81-2101 - Pennhurst v. Halderman

Dear Lewis:
I

send to you only my draft of a concurrence.

I

will defer

circulation until I get back and have a chance to let you shoot
me down!

Justice Powell

( (5

No. 81-2101, Pennhurst v. Halderman
Chief Justice Burger concurring in the judgment:
In my view this case can be properly decided
on narrower grounds than those set forth in the
plurality opinion without overruling numerous
precedents on which the Court has long relied. 1
Under the plurality opinion, whenever a suit is
brought against a state official, a federal court
(

J

faced with an open question of federal law would
be without authority to base its decision on state
law, even when the applicable principles of state
law are well-settled.

As JUSTICE STEVENS recog-

nizes in his dissent, post, at -

-' this result

1As I read the opinion, it would expressly overrule Siler v.
Louiville & Nashville R. R. Co., 213 U.S. 175 (1909); Greene v.
Louisville & Interurban R. Co., 244 U.S. 499 (1917); Louisville &
Nashville R.R. Co. v. Greene, 244 u.s. 522 (1917), and does not
ppear to accept the continuing validity of Ashwander v. TVA, 297
.s. 288, 347 (1936) (Brandeis, J., concurring); Osborn Bank v.
ank of the United States, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 738, 822-833
1824); and United Mine Workers v. Gibbs, 383 u.s. 715, 726
19 6 6) •

G

-

2 -

requires litigants to bifurcate their claims and
proceed in two tribunals simultaneously so that
the courts must duplicate effort.

I cannot be-

lieve that this is what the Framers of Article III
or the Eleventh Amendment intended.
In my view, the Court of Appeals erred by
failing properly to consider the unique burdens
that its decision imposes on the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.

An added step is required before a

federal court may exercise pendent jurisdiction
over a state law claim mandating a remedy that
involves massive, institutional relief requiring
comprehensive supervision and the aid of two
court-appointed special masters.

The added step

is that the court must assure itself that the result it has ordered is unambiguously mandated by
the state law on which it relies.
The exercise of pendent jurisdiction has al-

ways been considered to be discretionary, and we
have long cautioned that the decision to exercise
it must be made in light of the relationship between the state and federal systems, see, e. g.,
United Mine Workers v. Gibbs, 383 U.S. 715, 726 n.
15 (1966).

-

Absent explicit statutory directive or

s quarely applicable state court decision, a federal court should decline to base a decision of this

------------

magnitude on state-law grounds.

Although effi-

cient judicial administration and convenience are
significant considerations, they do not outweigh

vM

the need to "be constantly mindful of

the ~

1

special

adjustment preserved between fedequitable power and State administration of
its own law.
(1976)

1

"

Rizzo v. Goode, 423 U.S. 362, 378

(quoting Stefanelli v. Minard, 342 U.S.

117, 120 (1951)).

This concern is especially

weighty when the federal decision intrudes on the

.

-,

..
~ :

State's ability to run its governmental institu-

I

r

-1-t:J~~

,

~

u.s.

t i ons, -s ee, e. g., Young r v. Harris, 401

~~~~
44

(1971); O'Shea v. Littleton, 414

u.s.

37,

488, 499-

~02~1l!t~~)1~ ~
~<le,t?d;Iff:7~~tment);
Juidice

v. Vail, 430 U.S. 327, 334-336 (1977)

(civil jus-

tice system); Moore v. Sims, 442 U.S. 415, 423-430
(1979)

(department of human resources); Trainor v.

Hernandez, 431

u.s.

434, 443-444

(1977)

(welfare

system).
Administration of governmental institutions
is a political function involving political aeci~

sions, best served by elected representatives ana
those they designate to execute the public responsibility.

~

~·

~~

...

A court, ana particularly a federal

"'"'~
~
~urt, should intervene in the state's management

9-

_) ~ ...;~.A~~. -

~~~

of such an institution only when it is clear that
its decision is manaatea by law.

See Fletcher,

- 5 -

The Discretionary Constitution: Institutional Remedies and Judicial Legitimacy, 91 Yale L.J. 635,
69 2-697

( 198 2) .

In short, principles of comity

required the Court of Appeals to refrain from
resting this order on the slender thread of its

t:;~I~Gf~

~4.:.t_~ ~
,_,~ -4w-~c:b~
I am mindful of the fact that the state law

own understanding of state law : j

J4>.

in question was partially interpreted by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.

See In re Schmidt, 494

( )
Pa. 86, 429 A.2d 631 (1981).
~

lV

j1v-

~;u

however, that the construction given in Schmidt

o1

controls the case presented to the Court of Ap•

~~~

peals.

~ 1-o

~

/"~Jfi

That case was brought on behalf of a class

of "all persons who were or might become residents

~~ifo/
~- ~
+'

I do not believe,

of Pennhurst, the Pennsylvania Association for
-

~

Retarded Citizens, and the United States."

at 1.

Ante,

One of the principal issues in the case is

whether each inhabitant of Pennhurst has a right

~~9

- 6 to the least restrictive setting consistent with
his habilitative needs.

Ante, at 2.

In contrast,

Schmidt involved a single profoundly retarded
adult, for whom "the concept of normalization
[was] not a consideration."
637.

Schmidt, 429 A.2d, at

The only issue in Schmidt was whether the

county rather than the state was responsible for
his care.

Id., at 634; 638-639 (Larsen, J., con-

curring).

Although the Supreme Court of Pennsyl-

vania agreed with the concept of normalization, it
'--. _

did so in dictum, based on the statement of policy
-------~

section of the Pennsylvania statute

rathe~

than

its substantive provisions, id., at 634 and n. 2,
and at least partially as a result of its understanding that the "doctrine of least restrictive
alternative [is] a constitutional requirement."
id., at 636.

I cannot believe the Pennsylvania

Court would feel constrained by its prior dictum

_...-

...
- 7 -

if faced with a case of the magnitude of this
one. 2

Accordingly, I would reverse the judgment

of the Court of Appeals, and remand for consider-

ation ~ ~f~a~~aims.
1\

2 rn Pennhurst State School v. Halderman 451 u.s. 1, 31 and n.
24 (1981), we remanded this case to the Court of Appeals for
consideration of the state-law issue. We did not, however, mean
to imply that the court must decide the case on state-law
grounds. Nor did we take a position on whether Schmidt cast
sufficient light on state law to allow the court to ground this
{ massive relief on its dictates.

Gv

IV t;;

.,

'I

I

I "_,)....)

No. 81-2101, Pennhurst v. Halderman
Chief Justice Burger concurring in the judg-

)~C~f> ~&-2.--

lv ~ -'"1 ~ ~ : z_.u~ ~-2.__
In my view this case can be properly decided
on narrower grounds than those set forth in the
plurality opinion without overruling numerous
precedents on which the Court has long relied. 1
Under the plurality opinion, whenever a suit is
brought against a state official, a federal court
faced with an open question of federal law would
be without authority to base its decision on state

~~{

law, even when the applicable principles of state

~-------------------------------------~----

~t£-~ 2 --- ---~~ ftJ-11 ,

law are well-settled.

~~~~

As JUSTICE STEVENS recog-

nizes in his dissent, post, at

__,

this result

~·
1

J(_

...

@ .

As I read the opinion, it would ex p ressly overrule S1ler v.
Louiville & Nashville R.R. Co., 213 U. S . 175 (190 9
Greene v.
Louisville & Interurban R. Co., 244 U.S. 499 (1917 i/,1\_Louisville &
Nashville R.R. Co. v. 1 Greene, 244 U.S. 5~2 ~1917), ~ d does not
appear to a~eTt the c~nuing validity o~ s~der v. TVA, 297
U.S. 288, 3
1936) (Brandeis, J., cdncurring ~ sborn Bank v.
Bank of t
United States, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 738, 822-833
(1824); a
United Mine Workers v. Gibbs, 383 u.s. 715, 726
(1966).

~

~/~~,,/
~~
( ~
~" 4
I

~~w<'t>
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requires litigants to bifurcate their claims and
proceed in two tribunals simultaneously so that

In my view, the Court of Appeals erred by
properly to consider the unique burdens

-

imposes on the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.
~

An added step is required before a

I

)

federal court may exercise pendent jurisdiction
over a state law claim mandating a remedy that
involves massive, institutional relief requiring
comprehensive supervision and the aid of two
court - appointed special masters.

The added step

is that the court must assure itself that the re./;(

""

sult it has ordered is unambiguously mandated by

----------------

the state law on which it relies.
The exercise of pende~t jurisdiction has al~

ways been considered to be discretionary, and we
have long cautioned that the decision to exercise
it must be made in light of the relationship between the state and federal systems, see, e. g.,
United Mine Workers v. Gibbs, 383 U.S. 715, 726 n.
15 (1966).

Absent explicit statutory directive or

squarely applicable state court decision, a federal court should decline to base a decision of this
magnitude on state-law grounds.

Although effi-

(
cient judicial administration and convenience are
significant considerations, they do not outweigh
the need to "be constantly mindful of

the~'special

delicacy of the adjustment preserved between federal equitable power and State administration of
its own law.'"
(1976)

Rizzo v. Goode, 423

u.s.

(quoting Stefanelli v. Minard, 342

117, 120 (1951)).

362, 378

u.s.

This concern is especially

weighty when the federal decision intrudes on the

' ..

- 4 -

--

State's ability to run its governmental institutions, see, e. g., Younger v. Harris, 401
44

(1971); O'Shea v. Littleton, 414

502 (1974)

u.s.

u.s.

37,

488, 499-

(criminal justice system); Rizzo v.

Goode, supra, at 378 (police department); Juidice
v. Vail, 430

u.s.

327, 334-336 (1977)

tice system); Moore v. Sims, 442
(1979)

u.s.

(civil jus415, 423-430

(department of human resources); Trainor v.

Hernandez, 431 U.S. 434, 443-444 (1977)

(welfare

system).
Administration of governmental institutions
is a political function involving political
deci...
sions, best served by elected representatives and
those they designate to execute the public responsibility.
court,

A court, and particularly a federal

~vene

in the state's management

of such an institution only when it is clear that
its decision is mandated by law.

See Fletcher,

;

,.

- 5 -

The Discretionary Constitution: Institutional Remedies and Judicial Legitimacy, 91 Yale L.J. 635,
692-697

(1982).

In short, principles of comity

required the Court of Appeals to refrain from
resting this order on the slender thread of its
own understanding of state law.
I am mindful of the fact that the state law
in question was partially interpreted by the Penn-

c)

sylvania Supreme Court.

See In re Schmidt, 494

Pa. 86, 429 A.2d 631 (1981).

I do not believe,

however, that the construction given in Schmidt
controls the case presented to the Court of
.. Appeals.

That case was brought on behalf of a class

of "all persons who were or might become residents
of Pennhurst, the Pennsylvania Association for
Retarded Citizens, and the United States."
at 1.

Ante,

One of the principal issues in the case is

whether each inhabitant of Pennhurst has a right

.;

,.

- 6 to the least restrictive setting consistent with
his habilitative needs.

Ante, at 2.

In contrast,

Schmidt involved a single profoundly retarded
adult, for whom "the concept of normalization
[was] not a consideration."
637.

Schmidt, 429 A.2d, at

The only issue in Schmidt was whether the

county rather than the state was responsible for
his care.

Id., at 634; 638-639 (Larsen, J., con-

curring).

Although the Supreme Court of Pennsyl-

vania agreed with the concept of normalization, it .
did so in dictum, based on the statement of policy
section of the Pennsylvania statute rathe{ than
'

its substantive provisions, id., at 634 and n. 2,
and at least partially as a result of its understanding that the "doctrine of least restrictive
alternative [is] a constitutional requirement."
id., at 636.

I cannot believe the Pennsylvania

Court would feel constrained by its prior dictum

I

- 7 if faced with a case of the magnitude of this
one. 2

Accordingly, I would reverse the judgment

of the Court of Appeals, and remand for consideration of the federal claims.

(

2 rn Pennhurst State School v. Halderman 451 u.s. 1, 31 and n.
24 (1981), we remanded this case to the Court of Appeals for
consideration of the state-law issue. We did not, however, mean
to imply that the court must decide the case on state-law
grounds. Nor did we take a position on whether Schmidt cast
sufficient light on state law to allow the court to ground this
massive relief on its dictates.

